This study concern about forecasting grinding work roll demand in a job shop company located in industrial area in Cilegon. This factory main production is fabrication, which accepts various orders from other companies especially from the company around. Grinding Work Roll is one of those products that frequently request by customer. Although the order is frequent but the volume is fluctuation month by month. This situation drives the company to face the problem in preparing the resources required in fabrication process specially in scheduling the operators. To cope with this problem, we proposed to apply two robust forecasting methods, Artificial Neural Network and ARIMA to help in prediction the grinding work roll demand so as the company could make a good plan for the production process. The best architecture for ANN is obtained through applying Taguchi Method which applies Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as Training Function. The best number for hidden layer is 10, while Momentum is 0.9. The Prediction result shows that ANN predicts better than ARIMA Method according to the lower Mean Square Error (MSE). MSE Value for ANN is 0.002 while for ARIMA MSE is 0.0043. From this study, we experienced that by applying Taguchi method could improve the performance of Artificial Neural Network.
Introduction
The role of forecasting in today's business world is counting essential as company focus on improving customer satisfaction while reducing the cost of fulfill demand and running production process [1] . Forecasting is crucial input to wide range of business decision making process. This research was undergone in a job shop company with fabrication as main activity. Located in industrial area, this company receives various orders mainly from manufacturer nearby. One regular order comes every month from a loyal customer to fabricate Grinding Work Roll. The problem exist in this order is the variation in number of orders that changeability each month so at the time order could be increased while decrease in the next month. This situation influences the completion time of the order, since it over the due date in the contract causing losses for companies and clients. For example is the demand for April 2008 there is a demand of 12 units but the output produced only 10 units then the next month is May 2008 demand decreased dramatically to one unit but the output produced exceeds the demand of two units. This situation drove the company into losses because if production exceeds demand. It will still be given to the client because there is no place to accommodate it, whereas if the production does not reach the request it will be fined. Therefore the company intends to predict the number of requests in the Grinding Work Roll for the upcoming year in order to prepare the resources better and avoid further losses in the future.
Time series forecasting method has been known for years such as simple linear regression, exponential smoothing etc. However the simple linear regression required causal variables that explain the observed time series [1] . On the other hand, with only time series data with monthly basis, without any explanatory variables we directed into ARIMA models since it has advantage of determining valuable information from time series. There are three types of model could be applied: (1) Autoregressive (AR) models, (2) Moving Average (MA) Models, (3) Mixed Autoregressive-Moving Average (ARIMA) model. Whereas in fact, fluctuating data is difficult to meet the assumptions that exist in time series analysis as well as regression analysis, so that becomes an obstacle, therefore, an alternative method required which is free from assumptions with good estimation ability, i.e. Non parametric method, one of which can use Artificial Neural Network because this method is able to identify pattern from an input data (input) by using learning method to further trained to study pattern of past data and trying to find function that connect pattern of past data with output that desirable at this time.
Therefore, this study focus on applying Artificial Neural Network and ARIMA method for predicting the number of Grinding Work Roll demand since the data used is fluctuated and has a large scale. However, Artificial Neural Network Method is a more suitable method to use. The objective of this study is the company able to anticipate an increase in the number of orders, and can prepare the resources precisely
Literature Review
Forecasting has come to play an important role in managing business. To support sales and operations planning process, forecasting can be integrated effectively by involved data from previous sales [2] . The sufficient data in a time series basis can support the time series forecasting process especially for sales forecasting [3] . Forecasting is the activity of predicting or predicting what will happen in the future with a relatively prediction requires accurate data in the past, so that can be seen prospects of future situations and conditions. In general, the use of forecasting is as follows: 1. As a effective and efficient tool in planning. 2. To determine future resource requirements. 3. To make the right decision. The Usefulness of forecasting is seen in a decision making. A good decision is a decision based on consideration of what will happen at the time of the decision in the various activities of the company. Nevertheless note that the forecast is always an element of error, so that needs to be considered is an attempt to minimize the error of the forecast [1, 5] . One aspect of making good forecast is deeply understand what comprises the previous data to be used in preparing forecast [5] . Artificial neural networks (ANN) originated from modeling neural networks in the human brain with similar work characteristics with biological neural networks. It can also design the basic structure of a network that is a neuron into a definite design such as pattern recognition faster. This network resembles the human brain in two ways, namely, knowledge acquired by the network through the learning process, and the connection strength between neurons is known as the synaptic weight used to store knowledge [6] . ANN algorithms are commonly used in pattern classification, pattern completion, approach function, prediction, optimization, and control system applications [7] . Artificial neural networks is an information processing system that has certain performance characteristics similar to that of human biological neural networks that have been developed as generalizations of mathematical models of human cognition or biological nerves. Generalized mathematics formsANN from biological neural networks, assuming [4] :
1. Information processing occurs in many simple elements (neurons) 2. The signal is sent between the neurons through the link 3. The liason between neurons has a bonded weight which in the network multiplies the transmission signal. 4. Each neuron implements an activation function (usually nonlinear) on its input to determine the output signal.
Forecasting time series data using ARIMA model is encouraging to develop as long data series available (at least 50 data points). The advantages of this model are the ability to handle variability in the data as long as the series has stationary pattern. Besides ARIMA model can be applied for short, medium, and long term forecast horizon. [1] 
Research Method

A. Data
The forecasting process begins with the collection of historical data on a monthly basis. Data are collected from the year 2008 to 2016 from a job shop company which fabrication as main business.
B. Artificial Neural Network
In this study, we apply the Artificial Neural Network Model with multilayer architecture consist of three layers: Input layer, Hidden layer, and Output layer as seen in Figure 1 .
Fig 1. Multilayer Architecture of ANN [4]
We conduct a Taguchi Method in order to select the best ANN Architecture design. Three factors are considered influenced to the accuracy such as learning function, number of hidden layer and the momentum.
C. Taguchi Method
First introduced by Genichi Taguchi, this method is recognised as an effective way to conduct experiments since it could improve the efficiency by reducing experimental costs. Originally the method is applied with main focus to improve product quality through designed. Taguchi method introduces orthogonal arrays as a technique to find the best combination of manufacturing factors while reducing the experiments [12, 13] . Taguchi method applies the orthogonal array is noted as L a (b c ), where a is the number of factor combination in the experiment, b is the number of level for factors, and c represents the number of factors in the experiment. The selection the number of factors and the number of levels for each factor in the experiment is based on the proper orthogonal array. In this study, we applied an orthogonal array as L 9 (3 3 ) meaning that we have 9 of factor combinations in the experiment, three level for factors, and three factors in the experiment which are learning function, number of hidden layer and the momentum. Table 1 is a recapitulation of the best architectural design results. Based on the combination Taguchi method used is the combination of number 3 that is with the training function Levenberg-Marquardt, hidden layer 10, and momentum of 0.9. This combination yields an average MSE of 0.00105. The best performance results of the Levenberg-Marquardt training function can be seen in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows the performance results of the third alternative design with LevenbergMarquardt training function, 10 hidden hidden layers, and Momentum of 0.9. The design produced the best MSE of 0.00095926 when it reached the 79th iteration. Testing process is done by using the best architectural design that has been obtained by using Taguchi method, network structure used consists of training function using Levenberg-Marquardt, hidden layer amounted to 10, and momentum of 0.9. Comparison between target and network output aims to see the proximity between data. If getting in between the target and the network output then the difference error is small or not much different between the target with the output network. The regression test graph shows the result of 0.96948 can be seen in Figure 3 . Comparison of ANN forecasting result is done to ascertain whether ANN method is better than other method, for comparison used ARIMA method, based on previous research used ARIMA method (1,1,0) (2,1,0) 12. Comparison of ANN method with ARIMA can be seen in Table 2 . 
Result And Discussion
